


Each innovation takes courage – and someone to take that “first step forward” risk.  
At Scheidt & Bachmann, we have taken that first step forward many times –  
it’s in our corporate DNA. 

Scheidt & Bachmann has accompanied the market development, from the simple station  
through to the “mobility supermarket”, and has often been at the heart of pioneering work.  
Our extensive experience and technical competence is represented throughout our new  
product brand, SIQMA. With SIQMA, our goal is to make your fuel retail business even more  
successful through centrally managed cloud-based technologies and pioneering services. 

Join us making the next step. Fuel your future

WE’RE TAKING  
 THE NEXT STEP 
FORWARD.



                                                                           /  SERVICE STATION 4.0

                                                              / PLUG AND PLAY INTERFACES

/                                                                          /  MANAGE ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

                    /  SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE

                                                                            /  CLOUD-BASED SOLUTIONS



practical solutions

flexible

future-oriented



Whether forecourt, shop or carwash; service stations are extremely dynamic 
places. Just as dynamic and diverse are the requirements for a successful sales 
process and all its related tasks.

Based on modular and flexible customisable solutions, SIQMA bundles  
performance and innovations to form an overall package that adapts to your 
needs. SIQMA solutions are practical, extremely reliable and provide you  
with a future-oriented business in a dynamic market. 

TO US, 
STATION IS 
ANYTHING 
BUT STATIC.



Yes, because SIQMA applications are intuitive, easy to use and adapt perfectly to 
existing scenarios, making your service station noticeably smarter. They are scala-
ble for all business models, and their standardised design allows flexible connections, 
including to third-party providers.

Benefit from the extensive expertise that flows into our SIQMA solutions, and also from 
the knowledge that with SIQMA innovations, you are always one clever idea ahead. 

 CAN A SERVICE 
STATION  
 BE INTELLIGENT?



clever

intuitive

perfect
mobile



local

global

extensive



 
With SIQMA, you have access to all the information that you need for the targeted control of your  
business development. You also benefit from the availability of comprehensive operational business data 
and fast, transparent data handling.

You have the choice of how the channels of communication are tailored between components;  
stationary, mobile, locally and globally. “Manage anytime, anywhere”: With SIQMA this becomes reality.

COMPREHENSIVE 
OVERVIEW,  
 NOTHING OVERLOOKED.



“Sell” offers solutions for indoor and outdoor sales at manned and unmanned sites.  
The intuitive control panel of our POS systems enables payment solutions that are diverse,  
efficient and quick.

With our versatile promotion and loyalty solutions, you address your customers exactly  
where it is most effective: directly at the POS.

 SUCCESSFUL SELLING

Sell



“Manage” includes the planning, management and controlling solutions of SIQMA.  
Control your business processes around the forecourt, shop and the central systems –  
targeted and straightforward.

All management functions, such as wet stock, merchandise or pricing, can be  
used via a browser and app; no matter where or when. You determine the direction,  
“Manage” paves the way.

 TARGETED CONTROL SUCCESSFUL SELLING

Manage



“Link” stands for the linkage and integration of all SIQMA products into a  
powerful entity. For you this means: more transparency, more flexibility and more reliability.

Via standardised interfaces (e.g. IFSF, API, XML), SIQMA functional modules can be  
easily integrated with third-party products. This enables customised solutions that are both 
economical as well as future-proof.

 EASY LINK
Link



“Care” combines all service and training offerings for SIQMA solutions. We provide  
comprehensive project and service management which ensures the smooth running of your  
service stations. The planning and implementation of projects around the SIQMA products  
are also supported by an extensive range of training courses.

Our proprietary service desk (1/2/3 level support), offers solution and practice-oriented  
incident and alarm management, as well as an excellent on-site service, in order to make your  
SIQMA solutions run seamlessly across your operation.

 LASTING BENEFIT

Care



/ FOUNDED IN 1872

   /  MORE THAN 2,900 EMPLOYEES

/  DEVELOPED FROM MECHANICAL ENGINEERS TO GLOBAL SYSTEMS PROVIDERS

   /  MARKET LEADER IN CENTRAL AREAS OF MODERN MOBILITY

/  INNOVATIVE PRODUCT AND PRODUCTION SOLUTIONS

    /  24 SUBSIDIARIES, 50 PARTNERS, IN MORE THAN 50 COUNTRIES
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Behind SIQMA, Scheidt & Bachmann stands with its four market-leading business divisions, 
entirely focused on mobility operations. Solutions for service stations, parking, fare collection 
management and train signalling, form the core of our expertise.

It is part of the Scheidt & Bachmann culture to put existing solutions repeatedly to the test, 
continually develop them, whilst also raising them to a new level. Our innovations often set the 
standards that develop to become the industry-wide norm.
 
And in the future, we’ll keep on taking the next step forward for you.

 ALWAYS ON THE MOVE  
 FOR MOBILITY.



Scheidt & Bachmann GmbH

Breite Straße 132  ·  41238 Mönchengladbach  ·  Germany  ·  Phone +49 2166 266-321
siqma@scheidt-bachmann.com  ·  www.scheidt-bachmann.com
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